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Purpose: To monitor the complete passage of the labeled blood through the vascular 
tree into tissue and improve the quantification of ASL maps, we evaluated the effect 
of 3D gradient and spin- echo (GRASE) readout segments on temporal SNR (tSNR) 
and image blurriness for time- encoded pseudo- continuous arterial spin labeling and 
the effect of flow- compensation gradients on the presence of intravascular signal.
Methods: Fifteen volunteers were scanned using time- encoded pCASL with 2D EPI 
and single- segment, two- segments, and three- segments 3D- GRASE readouts with 
first- order flow compensation (FC) gradients. Two- segments 3D- GRASE scans 
were acquired with 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of full first- order FC. Temporal SNR 
was assessed, and cerebral blood flow and arterial blood volume were quantified for 
all readout strategies.
Results: For single- segment 3D GRASE, tSNR was comparable to 2D EPI for perfu-
sion signal but worse for the arterial signal. Two- segments and three- segments 3D 
GRASE resulted in higher tSNR than 2D EPI for perfusion and arterial signal. The 
arterial signal was not well visualized for 3D- GRASE data without FC. Visualization 
of the intravascular signal at postlabeling delays of 660 ms and 1060 ms was restored 
with FC. Adequate visualization of the intravascular signal was achieved from 75% 
of FC gradient strength at a postlabeling delay of 660 ms. For a postlabeling delay of 
1060 ms, full- FC gradients were the best option to depict intravascular signal.
Conclusion: Segmented GRASE provided higher effective tSNR compared with 
2D- EPI and single- segment GRASE. Flow compensation with GRASE readout 
should be carefully controlled when applying for time- encoded pCASL to visualize 
intravascular signal.
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K E Y W O R D S

3D GRASE, flow compensation, time- encoded pCASL, tSNR

1 |  INTRODUCTION

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a noninvasive perfusion- 
weighted imaging technique that exploits arterial blood as an 
endogenous tracer. A bolus of arterial blood is magnetically la-
beled through inversion in a slab proximal to the imaging plane, 
from which it will flow through the arterial tree until crossing 
the blood- brain barrier and reaching the brain- tissue compart-
ment. After labeling the blood through the application of RF 
pulses has stopped, the image is acquired after a time interval 
called postlabeling delay (PLD). A single PLD is considered 
adequate to measure cerebral blood flow (CBF).1 However, 
when the subject suffers from prolonged arterial transit time 
(ATT), CBF will be underestimated, which can be corrected by 
acquiring a multiple- timepoint ASL (multi- PLD ASL).

Moreover, multi- PLD ASL allows monitoring the labeled 
arterial blood within the intravascular space at short PLDs, 
until finally perfusing the brain tissue at the later PLDs. By 
using, for example, Bayesian inference under the appropriate 
kinetic model, all PLDs are used to estimate quantitative ASL 
maps, which include the CBF, arterial blood volume (aBV), 
and ATT. In such a model, all PLDs acquired are important 
for the final CBF maps to be corrected for arrival- time arti-
facts and intravascular signal.

In 2015, a consensus paper set the recommended imple-
mentation of ASL for clinical applications,1 to help with stan-
dardization and dissemination of the technique. In summary, a 
segmented 3D gradient and spin- echo (GRASE) readout2- 4 was 
recommended in combination with pseudo- continuous arterial 
spin labeling (pCASL), as it can be optimally combined with 
background suppression using a single excitation pulse per TR, 
resulting in higher SNR compared with 2D EPI.5,6 However, 
choosing the number of segments for 3D GRASE requires fine- 
tuning to balance SNR, blurring in z- direction, and vulnerabil-
ity to motion. Segmented 3D sequences fill less k- space lines 
per excitation pulse, thereby reducing signal losses due to T2

* 
and consequently providing less blurring at boundaries between 
tissues, especially where a significant signal difference exists 
(eg, between CSF and gray matter). Therefore, segmented ac-
quisitions are less suited in situations in which many different 
conditions need to be measured, such as in multi- postlabeling 
delays (PLD) ASL. Although single- segment 3D GRASE pro-
vides a more time- efficient acquisition, it results in significant 
blurring in z- direction, so it has been scarcely used.

There are three main approaches for multi- PLD ASL. 
First, traditional pCASL scans can be repeated with dif-
ferent PLDs and labeling duration. Recently, Woods et al7 
proposed optimal settings for such an acquisition. Second, 

a Look- Locker readout can be used as, for example, in the 
inflow turbo- sampling EPI– flow- sensitive alternating in-
version recovery and QUASAR (Modus QA, London, ON, 
Canada) sequences.8,9 This approach has the advantage that 
all PLDs are acquired simultaneously, albeit with lower SNR 
resulting in similar total scan times. Finally, Hadamard- 
encoded pCASL or time- encoded pCASL (te- pCASL) was 
demonstrated, which achieves multiple PLDs by the tem-
poral encoding of the labeled blood following a Hadamard 
matrix.10- 13 When designing a 3D readout sequence for multi- 
PLD acquisitions, the criteria are different compared with 
single- PLD perfusion imaging. Special attention is needed 
when considering the use of flow compensation (FC) gradi-
ents that compensate for first- order dephasing effects.14 Use 
of FC can increase TE and readout times, but its absence will 
crush vascular ASL signal, which is an essential part of the 
information conveyed in early PLDs by showing the passage 
of label through the arterial system.

The appropriate readout setup and use of FC gradi-
ents provide the promise of images with higher temporal 
SNR (tSNR) and improved delineation of the angiographic 
phase, respectively, as an input for the quantitative model, 
which would lead to more accurate CBF, aBV, and ATT 
maps. Therefore, we aimed to evaluate the effect of the 
number of segments of 3D- GRASE readout on tSNR, com-
paring its performance with the 2D- EPI readout, and ana-
lyze the effect of FC gradients in delineating the presence 
of vascular signal.

2 |  METHODS

2.1 | Hadamard- encoded pCASL

Time- encoded pCASL is a time- efficient strategy to acquire 
multi- PLD pCASL, providing the opportunity to monitor 
the dynamic inflow of blood into brain tissue, improving 
CBF quantification, and allowing the measurements of ATT 
and aBV. In a time- encoded acquisition, the labeling mod-
ule is divided into small subboli, encoded according to a 
Hadamard matrix to be either control or label. In this study, a 
Hadamard- 8 matrix was chosen for the labeling module, with 
a total labeling duration of 3500 ms split into seven blocks of 
1800, 800, 400, 2 × 150, and 2 × 100 ms (ie, the free- lunch 
approach).13 After the labeling module, there was a PLD of 
160 ms until starting the readout module (Figure 1B). Two 
background suppression pulses were applied at 1831 ms and 
3135 ms.
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2.2 | Three- dimensional GRASE readout: 
Number of segments

The 3D- GRASE readout combines the time efficiency of 
EPI with higher SNR of 3D imaging by exploiting the rapid 
imaging with refocused echoes readout15 technique in the 
z- direction (Figure 1C). When an entire volume is acquired 
using only a single excitation pulse, the approach is called 
single- segment 3D GRASE. When more than one segment 
is required to fill the 3D k- space, the approach is referred 
to as multisegmented or segmented 3D GRASE. Because T2 
signal decreases over the readout train result in blurring on 
the kz- axis, GRASE segmentation is recommended. In this 
study, we evaluated how the number of segments in 3D- 
GRASE readout influences the te- pCASL acquisition perfor-
mance concerning time efficiency, blurring in the z- direction, 
and SNR. Moreover, the results were compared with a 2D 
multislice EPI readout.

2.3 | Three- dimensional GRASE 
readout: FC

The purpose of using FC gradients is to correct for flow- 
induced dephasing. It can be achieved using additional bi-
polar gradient lobes before the signal readout (Figure 1D).   
As the area under the positive and negative lobes are the same, 
the added mean gradient is zero, but the timing of each gra-
dient lobe is chosen, so that the spins flowing with constant 
velocity end up with zero phase accumulation over the total 
readout (ie, no dephasing). For first- order FC, the dephas-
ing is only circumvented for constant velocity (ie, accelera-
tion [deceleration] of blood can still lead to dephasing). Due 
to the added gradients, flow compensation will increase TE 
value and lengthen the total readout time. Nonetheless, espe-
cially when using a 3D readout, visualization of intravascular 
signal of dynamic ASL signal can be considered critical, es-
pecially during the inflow phase. Therefore, we analyzed the 

F I G U R E  1  A, Pulse sequence diagram of 3D time- encoded pseudo- continuous arterial spin labeling (te- pCASL). B, Eight Hadamard 
matrix for pCASL labeling encoding, followed by the even postlabeling delay (PLD) intervals (in which the background suppression pulses 
are applied) until reaching the readout module for acquisitions 1 to 8. C, Three- dimensional gradient and spin- echo (GRASE) readout module. 
When the image is acquired with a single segment, the whole- brain acquisition is achieved with only one 90º RF excitation pulse, whereas for 
two- segments and three- segments images, the readout module is repeated two and three times, respectively, (two and three 90º RF excitation 
pulses) to acquire a whole- brain volume. D, When flow compensation is desired, bipolar gradient lobes are applied in the readout direction just 
before the acquisition
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effect of FC gradients scaling for two- segments 3D- GRASE 
readout on the resulting images, for both the angiographic 
and the perfusion phase of multi- PLD time- encoded ASL.

2.4 | Magnetic resonance imaging 
experiments details

Fifteen volunteers (8 females, age 26.3 ± 5.2 years) 
were scanned on a 3T Philips MRI scanner (Amsterdam, 
Netherlands), from which 10 were scanned for the readout 
segmentation experiment and five for the FC experiment. All 
volunteers agreed to participate after signing informed con-
sent, and the study was in agreement with local internal review 
board policies. We used a time- encoded Hadamard- 8 pCASL 
labeling sequence with single- segment, two- segments, and 
three- segments 3D GRASE and a multislice 2D- EPI readout. 
Table 1 lists the acquisition parameters.

For the FC experiment, two- segments 3D- GRASE scans 
were acquired with the FC gradient strengths of 0%, 25%, 
50%, 75%, and 100% of full first- order strength to analyze the 
effect of FC on the visualization of the vascular ASL signal.

2.5 | Data analysis

Hadamard matrix decoding for ASL subtraction was per-
formed in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) to obtain 
multi- PLD ASL maps (note that labeling duration is also 
different among the multi- PLD maps). Further processing of 

ASL data and quantification of CBF and aBV were performed 
using the BASIL toolkit (Oxford Center for Functional MRI 
of the Brain’s software library [FSL]),16,17 considering all 
PLDs acquired. Scans were corrected for motion using the 
MCFLIRT tool (FSL), and the structural images were seg-
mented and transformed into the ASL space to create whole- 
brain, gray- matter, and white- matter masks using FAST and 
FLIRT tools (FSL).

Perfusion images were deblurred using the oxasl- deblur 
toolkit of the Quantitative Biomedical Inference Group, Oxford 
Institute of Biomedical Engineering (https://oxasl.readt he-
docs.io/en/lates t/downl oad.html), which uses a fast Fourier 
transform filter in the frequency space to reduce the blurring 
in z- direction for 3D- GRASE data. Furthermore, both blurred 
and deblurred ASL perfusion maps were compared with the 
gray- matter region of interest of the T1- weighted structural 
images transformed to the ASL space (reference image). The 
blurring estimation in z- direction was done in MATLAB using 
a method that compares the desired image with a reference 
image and outputs the blurring of the input image.18

Postprocessing and calculation of tSNR was done in 
MATLAB according to:

where S is the mean signal of a voxel over the different aver-
ages, and � is the SD. The perfusion tSNR was voxel- wise cal-
culated within the region of interest of the gray- matter mask 

(1)tSNR =
S

�

∗

√

Number of averages in 6 min

Total averages acquired
,

T A B L E  1  Acquisition parameters

Scan parameter 2D EPI
3D GRASE Single 
segment

3D GRASE Two 
segments

3D GRASE 
Three segments

FOV (mm) 240 × 240 240 × 240 × 102 240 × 240 × 102 240 × 240 × 102

Voxel size (mm) 3.75 × 3.75 × 6 3.75 × 3.75 × 6 3.75 × 3.75 × 6 3.75 × 3.75 × 6

Acquisition matrix 64 × 64 × 17 64 × 64 × 31 64 × 64 × 31 64 × 64 × 31

Reconstructed slices 17 17 17 17

Oversampling factor – 1.8 1.8 1.8

Slice thickness (mm) 6 6 6 6

TR (ms) 4100 4100 3900 3900

TE (ms) 9.2 9.2 13.9 10.5

No. of repetitions 6 6 3 2

EPI factor 25 25 13 5

TSE factor – 16 16 16

Bandwidth (Hz) (frequency 
direction)

3136 3160 3160 3160

SENSE factor (AP direction) 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

Total scan duration (minutes) 6:03 6:15 7:56 12:10

FC No Yes Yes Yes

Abbreviations: AP, anterior– posterior; TSE, turbo spin echo.

https://oxasl.readthedocs.io/en/latest/download.html
https://oxasl.readthedocs.io/en/latest/download.html
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transformed to the ASL images space, whereas for the vas-
cular tSNR analysis, we used the aBV outputs from the two- 
segments 3D GRASE thresholded at 1 mL/100 g/min. The 
contrast- to- noise ratio (CNR) was calculated for the perfusion 
block (PLD of 1860 ms) for all readouts, according to:

where mean(GM) and mean(WM) are the mean signal over the 
gray- matter and white- matter masks, and �

s
 is the spatial SD of 

the whole- brain ASL images.
The statistical analysis was performed in R.19 A one- way 

ANOVA was used to compare tSNR among different num-
bers of segments and FC levels. We also performed the two- 
way ANOVA to compare CNR and blurring levels. In such 
cases, the factors were the number of segments and the use or 

not of deblurring. Results were adjusted for multiple compar-
isons using the Tukey’s method.

3 |  RESULTS

3.1 | Effects of segmentation number

Two representative slices of ASL maps at multiple PLDs 
are shown in Figure 2A for axial view and in Supporting 
Information Figure S1 for sagittal views for the 3D- GRASE 
readout with different numbers of segments and the 2D mul-
tislice scan. The sagittal maps are shown to assess blurring 
in z- direction, which is especially apparent in the single- 
segment GRASE scan. Figure 3 shows the tSNR maps in 
axial directions for two representative PLDs that focus on the 
intravascular (left) and the perfusion signal (right panel). For 

(2)CNR =
mean (GM) − mean (WM)

�
s

,

F I G U R E  2  A, Two representative slices for all PLDs and readout schemes. B, Comparison of gray matter (GM) of 3D T1 images transformed 
to ASL space with blurred and deblurred ASL images for each of the 3D- GRASE readouts acquired. Abbreviation: FC, flow compensation
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the PLD of 660 ms, the EPI readout had significantly higher 
tSNR (0.85 ± 1.01, P < .01) than the single- segment 3D 
GRASE (0.54 ± 0.60), whereas the tSNR for both the two- 
segments and three- segments 3D GRASE (tSNR = 2.17 ± 
3.90 and 3.10 ± 7.39, respectively), were significantly higher 
than the single- segment 3D GRASE and the 2D- EPI readout 
(P < .01). For the perfusion signal measured at a PLD of 
1860 ms, all 3D- GRASE acquisitions showed higher  tSNR 
than the 2D- EPI readout (tSNR = 2.94 ± 2.12, P < .01), 
and the two- segments and three- segments 3D GRASE 
(tSNR  =  13.60 ± 12.55 and 14.88 ± 17.12, respectively) 
exhibited significantly higher tSNR than single- segment 3D 
GRASE (tSNR = 3.33 ± 2.33, P < .01).

The comparisons between blurred and deblurred images 
for single, two, and three segments are shown in Figure 2B 
(coronal view). The comparison between the two- segments 

and three- segments images did not show significant differ-
ences (blurring = 42.20 ± 5.42% vs 34.86 ± 7.46%, P > .05) 
for blurred images. For deblurred images, the three- segments 
images showed significantly lower blurring (blurring = 5.19 ± 
4.20%, P < .05) than the two- segments (11.82 ± 8.47%) and 
single- segment images (10.09 ± 4.97%). The CNR measure-
ments revealed significantly higher values (P < .01) for two- 
segments and three- segments 3D GRASE (CNR = 0.32 ± 0.03 
and 0.33 ± 0.02, respectively), compared with single- segment 
3D GRASE (0.201 ± 0.037) and 2D EPI (0.204 ± 0.023).

For a better analysis of the vascular signal, aBV maps were 
calculated from the multi- PLD images for different num-
bers of segments (see Supporting Information Figure S2A). 
The CBF maps were also quantified for different numbers 
of segments, taking all PLDs into account (see Supporting 
Information Figure S3A).

F I G U R E  3  Temporal SNR (tSNR) calculated for all readouts at a PLD of 660 ms (A,C) and 1860 ms (B,D)
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3.2 | Effects of FC

Finally, the intensity of FC gradients was varied (Figure 1D), 
and the effect of the vascular signal on the visualization was 
evaluated. The FC gradient scaling was performed for two- 
segments 3D- GRASE te- pCASL, and the results are found 
in Supporting Information Figure S4 for two representative 
slices at multiple PLDs. The signal intensity maps for three 
representative PLDs are shown in Figure 4. We compared the 
signal intensities for different FC scales two by two. All com-
parisons were significant for a PLD of 660 ms (P < .01) ex-
cept for no FC versus FC of 25%, and FC of 75% versus FC of 
100%. No significant differences were observed between FC 
of 25% and FC of 50% for a PLD of 1060 ms, and between FC 
of 75% and FC of 100% for a PLD of 1860 ms. Finally, aBV 
and CBF maps from the respective FC scaling are shown in 
Supporting Information Figures S3B and S4B, respectively.

4 |  DISCUSSION

In this study, the number of segmentations in 3D- GRASE 
readout and the use of FC gradients were evaluated for 

te- pCASL. Optimal settings of 3D- GRASE readout for tra-
ditional pCASL imaging for perfusion measurements (ie, 
measured at a PLD of approximately 1.8 seconds) cannot be 
assumed optimal for te- pCASL due to two important differ-
ences: In te- pCASL, the angiographic phase of ASL is also 
captured, and the temporal footprint of te- pCASL (eight 
Hadamard encodings) is longer than for traditional pCASL 
(two conditions: label and control). The main findings of this 
study are 2- fold. First, segmented 3D GRASE outperforms 
single- segment 3D GRASE and multislice 2D EPI. Second, 
the use of proper FC is advised, to allow correct visualization 
of the angiographic phase.

The 2D- EPI readout showed good results for te- pCASL, 
allowing the visualization of both arterial and perfusion sig-
nal (Figure 2A). However, a more careful analysis revealed 
lower tSNR than segmented 3D GRASE (Figure 3). For per-
fusion signal, the tSNR of 2D EPI was lower than the one for 
single- segment 3D GRASE; for the angiographic phase, 2D 
EPI had a higher SNR than single- segment 3D GRASE. For 
two- segmented and three- segmented 3D- GRASE images, the 
tSNR values were significantly higher for both perfusion and 
arterial signal when compared with the 2D EPI (Figure 2A). 
When comparing the two- segments and three- segments 3D 

F I G U R E  4  Signal intensity calculated for different levels of FC at a PLD of 660 ms (A,D), 1060 ms (B,E), and 1860 ms (C,F). For the PLD 
of 660 ms, the comparison between the FC of 25% and no FC and between FC of 50% and no FC did not show statistical difference (P < .01). For 
the PLD of 1060 ms, the only comparison that did not show statistical difference (P < .01) was between the FC of 25% and FC of 50%, whereas for 
the PLD of 1860 ms, the only comparison that did not result in significant difference was between FC of 75% and FC of 100%
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GRASE, the latter produced the best results. Similar results 
were reported by Feinberg et al,4 who analyzed the effects of 
the number of segments on single- PLD 3D- GRASE pulsed 
ASL data.

The blurring effects on 3D- GRASE data were also as-
sessed. Previous studies reported a higher amount of blur-
ring when using single- segment readout for 3D- GRASE 
ASL than a segmented acquisition.4,20 However, they did not 
quantify the blurring, and the conclusion was based on visual 
inspection. We also observed a higher amount of blurring for 
single- segment 3D GRASE following visual inspection, but 
a quantitative analysis did not confirm this. This is probably 
because the tSNR and the spatial CNR are significantly lower 
than for segmented 3D GRASE. For segmented data, two- 
segments and three- segments images showed a comparable 
amount of blurring before applying a deblurring algorithm. 
After deblurring, the three- segments data were significantly 
less blurred than the two- segments 3D- GRASE images.

The aBV maps from data with first- order FC bet-
ter delineated arterial signal. Similarly, two- segments and 
three- segments GRASE provided better aBV maps than single- 
segment GRASE (Supporting Information Figure S2A). As 
shown in the experiment in which the flow compensation was 
varied, FC use plays a big role in depicting the vascular sig-
nal.21- 24 The present results revealed that the intravascular sig-
nal visualization at PLDs of 660 ms and 1060 ms is hampered 
without FC (Figure 4A,B), with FC being especially essential 
at the PLD of 1060 ms (Figure 4B). At this PLD, and opposed 
to the PLD of 660 ms, most of the labeled blood already filled 
the large arteries within the imaging volume, while still flow-
ing fast. For the even longer PLD of 1800 ms, the blood will 
have slowed down, resulting in a weaker influence of FC on 
image quality, although FC of 75% and 100% still provided 
slightly higher signal than lower FC levels. The smaller de-
pendency on FC when the label arrives within the microvascu-
lature and exchanges with tissue magnetization explains why 
FC has not been recognized earlier as an important sequence- 
design parameter. With the introduction of efficient multi- PLD 
ASL sequences, this effect becomes more prominent, as these 
sequences also focus on the more angiographic phase. The 
fact that still higher signal was observed with FC at a PLD 
of 1800 ms points to the fact that not all labels arrive at the 
capillary exchange site. Inclusion of a macrovascular compo-
nent during postprocessing would correct for the label that did 
not arrive yet at the voxel of their final destination, similar to 
what Chappell et al has shown in a macrovascular component 
that still identifies a vascular signal in vascular crushed ASL 
data.25 When the label would already have arrived in the final 
destination voxel, the signal should be included in quantifica-
tion to provide the best estimate of perfusion.

The main limitation of this study is the investigation of 
FC gradients only in the readout direction. Future studies 
may explore their application in other directions. Another 

limitation is that we did not analyze the influence of motion, 
as segmented 3D GRASE results in a longer temporal foot-
print, making the acquisition more prone to motion artifacts.

5 |  CONCLUSIONS

This study showed higher effective tSNR and CNR for 
two- segments and three- segments GRASE compared with 
2D EPI and single- segment GRASE. Therefore, its use is 
recommended for te- pCASL. Moreover, FC properties of 
the GRASE readout should be carefully controlled when 
applying it to te- pCASL. The use of full FC is essential to 
visualize the inflow of blood through the arterial system, 
whereas without FC the vascular signal can be considerably 
dephased, hampering the assessment of the passage of the 
blood from the intravascular space to the brain tissue. With 
the complete passage, data modeling can be considered op-
timal, providing more accurate CBF, aBV, and ATT maps. 
When a single- segment readout is required, 3D GRASE and 
multislice EPI provide similar results regarding tSNR, al-
though the tSNR for 2D EPI is higher for the angiographic 
phase.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found online in 
the Supporting Information section.

FIGURE S1 Two representative slices for all postlabeling 
delays (PLDs) and readout schemes in sagittal view
FIGURE S2 A, Arterial blood volume (aBV) maps quanti-
fied from the time- encoded pseudo- continuous arterial spin 
labeling (pCASL) data in a representative subject. Color bar 
shows aBV range in mL/100 g. B, The aBV maps quanti-
fied from the time- encoded pCASL data for each different 
flow compensation (FC) level. Color bar shows aBV range 
in mL/100 g
FIGURE S3 A, Cerebral blood flow (CBF) maps quantified 
from the time- encoded pCASL data in a representative sub-
ject for the different readouts. Color bar shows CBF range in 
mL/100 g/min. B, The CBF maps quantified from the time- 
encoded pCASL data for each different FC level. Color bar 
shows the CBF range in mL/100 g
FIGURE S4 Two representative slices for all PLDs and each 
FC level acquired
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